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SOURCE: Toles, Buffa/o News (1998)

1) What was the main idea of the cartoon?

A) rrending of the American flag
B) legality of flag-burning as a form of protest

C) restriction of personal freedoms
D) limits on immigration to the United States

2) What Constitutional anendrrent protects the right of the cartoon figure to protest?

A) 4th Arrendrrent B) 5th Arrendrrent C) 2nd Amendment D) 1st Amendment

3) What branches of government are referenced in the political cartoon?

A) judicial and executive C) legislative and Constitutional
B) executive and legislative D) judicial and legislative
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4)

The activity of the people in the pictures could best be described as

A) a protest B) an injunction C) a boycott D) a strike

5)

The main idea of the cartoon was that gun control laws would
A) help reduce crime
B) benefit law enforcement officers

C) favor the middle class
D) give the criminal an unfair advantage
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6) In the cartoon below, the candidates are offering "candy" to the voter.

SOURCE: Seibel. Richmond Times Dispatch (adapted)

What does the "candy" represent?
A) campaign contributions
B) campaign promises

C) political deals
D) voter confusion

Questions 7 and 8 refer to the following:

The cartoon below represents an enlightened (informed) electorate .
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"That's the trouble with a truly
enlightened electorate."

7) Which of the following views might have the cartoonist have held?

A) political speeches should be limited
B) a one-party system works best

C) election campaigns are violent
D) infonred voters show their feelings

8) The cartoon indicated that, in 1968,the people of the United States tended to have become

A) neutral in their political views C) less interested in politics
B) more involved in political issues D) rmre conservative in political matters
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Questions 9 and 10refer to the following:
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9) What freedom (guaranteed by the Billof Rights ) was referred to in the cartoon?

A) right to bear arms C) freedom from cruel and unusually punishment
B) freedomto petition the governnent D) guarantee of due process

10) What was the cartoonist6s opinion concerning the 2nd Anendnent?

A) In modern society, guns are often used more for violence than for protection.
B) Today, modern production nethods have made guns less expensive than in the past.
C) Modern guns are less powerful than guns made in the 1800's.
D) Guns today are more accurate than in the past.
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Questions 11 and 12 refer to the following:
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"We'll see what those stupid voters

have given us this time."

11) What social issue is the cartoon depicting?

A) ineffectiveness of the media to inform voters of an election
B) voting discrimination based on racial characteristics
C) nonparticipation of citizens in a democratic society
D) obesity of American citizens

12) What group does the couple in the cartoon represent?

A) politicians
B) single-parent families

C) voting citizens
D) non-voting citizens
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Questions 13 through 15refer to the following:
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13) What figure in the cartoon is being taken advantage of by the other three?

A) labor B) the citizen C) governrrent D) business

14) What is the main idea of the cartoon?

A) Government officials are the richest members of society.
B) People's lives are being dominated by large organizations.
C) People should pay more attention to their social positions.
D) Businesses and labor unions cooperate in large-scale production.

15) If the cartoon were redrawn to represent the United States during the late 19th century, the only figure to be labeled "BIG" would
be

A) the citizen B) labor C) governrrent D) business
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16)

What is the cartoonist remarking on in this cartoon about the march of American Nazis in Skokie, Illinois in the 1980's')

A) Heavy pollution caused severe damage to the Statue of Liberty.
B) The United States changed its irmnigration policies to keep out Nazi groups.
C) Even people with unpopular ideas are guaranteed the right to speak and protest freely.
D) The strong opinions of governnent officials has impaired their ability to act according to the wants of the people.

17) In the cartoon below, which American constitutional right is being violated?
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A) right to assemble freely
B) right to bear arms
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"Certainly a little dissent is
healthy, comrade - as long
as you don't speak it, write it,
or draw it."

C) right to practice any religion
D) right to speak freely
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18)

"PRIVATE CITIZEN" - 2001
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What is the main idea of the cartoon?

A) Americans are too concerned about the welfare of others.
B) Americans make contributions to many private organizations.
C) Americans are losing their right to privacy.
D) Americans are protected by many government agencies.
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SOURCE: King Features Syndicate, 1971

Which of the following conclusions might you reach from both cartoons?

A) Citizens have a responsibility to help solve problems.
B) The United States is the only country with serious problems
C) Citizens should not question the actions of their elected leaders.
D) Dictatorships solve problems better than democracies do.
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20) What aspect of life in the United States is being criticized by the cartoon below?
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"aeert' me why busine" i,'0 bact.."

A) immigration

SOURCE: King Features Syndicate, Inc.• 1977

B) education C) politics D) employment


